Prayer Guide for Ukraine and Eastern Europe

SEND Relief, a cooperative ministry between the IMB and NAMB, is working with local Baptist partners
in the Ukraine to care for displaced families in desperate need of help and hope
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Pray for safe passage out of conflict zones for displaced populations
For government officials to lead with wisdom
Pray in the face of this conflict that Ukrainians will find psychological, emotional, and spiritual
healing from this trauma
For soldiers on both sides to be safe
For disciples of the church in L’viv and the church plant in Bryukhovychi
For the Ukrainian Baptist Theological seminary as it determines how to assist its students in this
time of crisis
For local churches, relief workers, and humanitarian aid organizations to care for the flood of
refugees displaced during this crisis
For Ukrainian believers as they seek to be a light in the darkness
For Ukrainians who have never heard the gospel to have an opportunity to experience the hope
of Jesus.

Engraved Ministry (Ukraine)- Lisa Bonds
•
•
•
•

Pray for these orphans in crisis-Their lives are already scary and chaotic- ad the disruption of war
and their trauma grows exponentially.
Pray for the orphan graduates as some of them have been drafted into the army- the rest have
seen their minimal resources disappear
Pray for the families who are struggling for food and shelter
Pray for those families hiding out in basements, cellars and old bomb shelter

Pat Weathersbee, FBCW Missionary (Poland)
Pray for Pat and the believers in the church in Legnica as they minister to the Ukrainians in their church
as well as the refugees who beginning to arrive in Poland.

Samaritans Purse has deployed disaster response teams to Poland and Romania. The UN has reported
over 300.00 refugees, mostly women and children have already left Ukraine seeking shelter in
neighboring countries
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Pray for the conflict to end quickly
Pray for strength and protection for Samaritans Purse’s ministry partners in this area
For God to work in the hearts of the leaders to bring an end to this conflict
Pray for those who are enduring these dark days filled with hardship, suffering and fear (Psalm
46:1)
Pray for the people of Ukraine and the Samaritans Purse teams as they seek ways to help in
Jesus’s name

